
Chapter 5
The Public Sector

In 1994 thetotalpublicsector deifcit fellrfom2.8 percentof GNP to 1 percent, its
componentsfollowing different trends. The combinationof the expansionofdomestic
demand with a steep rise in its average price, due to the large wage increases in the
public services, were largely responsiblefor the accelerationofeconomic activity and
prices. The reduction in the deifcit was mainly dueto factors whose influence on
domestic economic activity was negligible in 1994, namely, an exceptional increase in
corporation tax receipts arisingfrom activity in previous years, a decline in capital
transfersfollowing the cessationof government involvement in construction, and a
reduction in defense imports. In addition, the shareofinterestpayments inGNP fell,
becauseofthe7 percentagepoint decline in the debtlGDP ratio.

An analysisof the compositionof taxes shows that the tax burden remained
unchanged in 1994. A slight decline in statutory tax rates did not reduce revenues as
direct tax receipts rose steeply due to the surge in economic activity and the
progressive nature of income tax. A breakdown of the components of the public
sector until 1993 shows that thegovernment's deifcit continued to decline, due to
budgetary restraint under the Budget Deifcit Reduction Law, while thatof the local
authorities increased sharply in 1993.

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS 1

The total publicsector deficit declined from 2.8 percent of GNP to 1 percent (Table 5.1),
its components following different paths. Domestic public demand rose by 4.6 percent,
and its average price by 15.6 percent (Table 5.7), as a result of wage increases in the
public services. The deficit declined mainly because of factors whose effect on domestic
economic activity in 1994 was negligible, namely, an exceptional increase in corporation
tax receipts airsing from the economic activity of previous years, a decline in capital
transfers as government involvement in construction declined, and a reduction in defense
imports. In addition, the share of interest payments in GNP declined, in the wake of the
steep drop in the internal debt/GDP ratio.

' Several changes have been made in the presentation of the data this year. The porift of the Bank of
Isarel, which was formerly based on nominal profit, is now calculated on the basis of real proift, so that
the deficits published in previous years have been recalculated (Table 5.1). The ifnancing of the deficit is
presented (Table 5.1). The deficit is also given in terms of the shares of the different components of the
public sector, but data are available only until 1993 (Table 5.4)
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Table 5.1

of GNP(percent)

General Government: Receipts,Expenditure, andDeficit, 188094*

MS million1

1994199419931992199119901989198819871986198594 1985198084

103,79747.546.646.244.845.345.148.850.852.047.7 49.7
Receipts
Internal 50.1

12,1475.67.28.19.49.28.88.810.916.010.6 22.3External 12.1
115,94453.153.854.354.354.553.957.761.668.058.3 71.9Total 62.2

Expenditure
Internal 63.7 107,97349.451.052.452.252.452.952.552.152.652.3 55.9

10,1284.65.74.86.46.46.67.69.511.47.8 14.5External 11.3
118,10154.056.657.258.658.759.560.161.664.060.1 70.4Total 75.0

Surplus (+)/Deifcit )(
^1,1761.9AA6.27.37.17.83.61.30.74.6 6.2Internal 13.6
2,0190.91.63.23.02.82.21.21.34.62.9 7.8External 0.8
2,1571.02.82.94.34.25.62.50.04.01.8 1.5Total 12.8

Financing of surplus (+)/Deifcit )(
3,7571.70.51.70.32.65.35.14.23.15.9External net borrowing
1,9030.91.00.50.60.50.71.42.31.76.9Change in monetary base
1,7560.83.02.94.62.78.71.20.71.92.4Internal net borrowing
1,1580.52.41.83.21.57.73.80.23.91.9Via government
6960.31.80.80.40.30.20.00.00.00.0ofwhich Sale of assets
5980.30.61.11.41.21.05.10.52.04.3Via Bankof Israel

)5,259(2.40.82.31.23.61.50.01.20.74.9Residual0
2,1571.02.82.94.34.25.62.50.04.01.5Total

Public debt/GDP ratio"
164,882727881909310092106110126Internal
45,21720212118192427273446External
210,0999299102108112124119133144172Total

government's commitment under the bank shareswell as thea Internal public debt excludes local authorities and public nonprofit institutions, as
rUIallgCUIClll,

External public debt all the government's foreign liabilities less the foreign reserves (change in foreign reserves less repayment ofpirncipal).
Current nirces

c The financing of the public deficit is not fully explained by these items because the deficit is calculated according to the statistical (CBS) criteira rather
than on a cash basis, and because it does not include nongovernment entities (primarily the local authorities).

d Endyearprices.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



In order to examine the effects of fiscal policy, a distinction must be made between the
short and the long term and this applies especially to 1994. In the short term, it has
become clearexpotr that the macroeconomic environment has changed. In the last few
years, the unemployment rate, which was over 11 percent in 1992, constituted the main
problem. On the eve of the 1994 budget debate it stood at 10 percent, higher than it had
been before the influx of immigrants began. In 1994, however, it fell to 7.8 percent,
alongside price acceleration which already during the first half of the year was
jeopardizing the 8 percent inflation target. The combination of an increase in the domestic
demand of the public sector with a steep rise in wages in that sector, which contributed
significantly to the expansion of private consumption, helps to explain the acceleration of
economic activity and rise in prices in 1994. Thus, ifscal policy had an expansionary
effect in the short term.

Several processes with longterm economic implications evident in the public sector in
ercent years persisted in 1994. The most prominent of them was the sharp fall in the
public debt/GDP ratio, due to the accelerated rise in GDP and the decline in the public
sector deifcit. This process was fueled by the continued reduction of the share of public
expenditure particularly defense items and interest payments on the internal debtin
GNP. In contrast to the trend of the last few years, however, the composition of
expenditure changed, relfecting a irse in the share of public consumption in GNP due to
the wage increases, which aer also expected to have an effect in 1995. This will make it
difficult to continue cutting public expendituer in the years aheada necessary condition
for reducing the tax burden and thus making sustainable growth possible.
A positive development in recent years is the substantial increase in publicsector

investment (Table 5.2), particularly in the roads infrastructure, after this had fallen to 3
percentofGNP in the 1980s. In 1994 the level was maintained at the erlatively high level
of 1993 over 4 percent of GNP.
Although the steady decline in publicsector expenditure justifies a permanent

reduction of the tax/GNP ratio, an analysis which takes into account the exceptional
factors affecting tax ervenues shows that this trend has been checked in recent years.
Although statutory tax rates declined slightly the tax burden has not changed, mainly
because of the steep irse in dierct tax erceipts. A moer significant reduction of tax rates in
the last three years would still have allowed adheernce to the Budget Deficit Reduction
Law, as the domestic budget deficit was about 1 percent of GDP lower (on average) than
the annual limit set by the law.2 The government submitted a supplementary budget in
1994, for the ifrst time since 1990, which made it possible to earmark additional income
of NIS 5.6 billion for items not included in the oirginal budget pirmarily public
services wage incerases, support for public institutions and corporations in dififculties,
and the implementation of the autonomy agerement with the Palestinians.

2 The question whethera significant reduction of tax rates in 1994 would have been apporpirate given
the shortterm macroeconomic enviornment is discussed below.
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Table 5.2
General Government Receipts and Expenditure, Current and Capital Accounts, 198794

(percentof GNP)

NIS million

199419941993199219911990198919881987

[Receipts
Curernt receipts

3,6831.71.92.52.82.72.32.21.8From property

6290.30.61.01.31.21.10.80.8ofwhich Interest from abroad
2,3241.11.01.01.01.01.11.11.0Currentaccount transfers rfom the public

Indirect taxes

31,81214.614.715.514.914.313.713.814.4On domestic porduction

12,0495.55.96.35.95.65.57.58.5On civilian imports

34,20915.714.313.212.613.714.516.316.6Direct taxes, fees, and levies
10,5644.84.84.75.05.35.45.55.8National Insurance income

9,0604.15.35.86.76.46.46.88.6Intergovernmental transfers
1,8980.91.01.01.11.21.00.91.1Unilateral transfers to national institutionsb

105,59948.349.050.049.950.249.954.057.8Total current receipts

Capital receipts
6,8673.13.12.42.52.22.01.71.7Capitalaccount transfers from the public

2,9181.31.41.51.61.61.71.71.7Publicsector depreciation

5600.30.30.30.40.40.30.30.3Capital transfers from abroad

10,3454.74.94.34.44.34.03.73.8Total capital receipts

115,94453.153.854.354.354.553.957.761.6Total receipts



Expenditure
Curerntexpenditure
Domestic consumption0
Defense imports'1
Domestic interest
Interest abroad
Subsidies
Current transfers (gross)

Total current expenditure

Capital expenditure
Investment
Capital transfers
Repaymentofcompulsory loans

Total capital expenditure

Total expenditure

Surplus (+)/Deifcit ()
Currentaccount (net savings)
Gross savings
Current+ capital accounts

55,33425.325.125.625.927.127.126.926.9
4,5342.12.92.23.73.33.23.75.0
11,1845.15.75.96.36.86.86.57.1

4,7022.22.22.22.32.73.13.54.0
5,1162.32.63.12.93.23.74.44.5

23,22210.610.810.610.710.810.19.79.6
104,09247.649.249.651.853.953.954.757.1

9,2594.24.33.73.42.82.62.72.5
4,3232.02.73.83.31.61.21.41.4

4270.20.40.10.10.51.81.40.6
14,0096.47.57.66.84.85.65.54.5

61.6 60.1 59.5 58.7 58.6 57.2 56.6 54.0 118,101

1,5070.70.20.41.93.74.00.70.7
4,4252.01.21.9lf.42.12.31.02.5
2,1571.02.82.94.34.25.62.50.0

* At current pirces.
b The Jewish Agency and public nonprofit institutions.
c Including nonclassified items.
d Including advance payments, excluding taxes.



An analysis of the total deifcit in 198893 in terms of the entities compirsing the
public sector (Table 5.5) shows that while the government deifcit has been declining in
the last few years asa.result of the budgetary discipline imposed under the Budget
Deifcit Reduction Law, the deifcit of the local authorities soared in 1993. As a result,
their deifcit drew closer to that of the government, and this may undermine the credibility
of publicsector policy in general.
Per capita civilian consumption was higher in 1994 than before the influx of

immigrants began. Most of the irse was due to the increase in labor input, 5.7 percent in
1994 compared with 2.4 percent in 1993. Labor input in defense consumption declined
slightly, however, continuing the trend of the last few years. The irse in publicsector
consumption pirces in 1994 was due to wage agreements oirginally intended to
ameliorate the status of groups of employees whose relative wage had been eroded
pirncipally in education. However, these increases rapidly spilled over to other public
services as well as to the defense sector, undermining the inlfation target.
Direct tax receipts soared in 1994, while the share of receipts from indirect taxes on

domesitc produciton and import tairffs declined slightly (Table 5.9). The increase is
explained by the steep irse in corporation tax receipts since the way the tax is calculated
takes profits from previous years into account and by income tax, because of the
marked irse in labor input, the progressive nature of the tax, and the increase in public
services wages, As a result of these developments, direct taxes once again became the
largest component of tax revenues thereby intensifying the progressive nature of the
tax system but raising the effective tax rate on saving.
The share of transfer payments declined as a result of the fall in capital transfers

compulsory loans and transfer payments particularly to housing. Assistance to ifrms
also declined in 1994 due to the cancellation of the exchangerate insurance premium for
exporters and the reduction of settlement grants.

2. FISCAL POLICY

The main thrust of macroeconomic policy in recent years has been to reduce the
unemployment rate, which rose from about 9 percent piror to the inlfux of immigrants to
11 percent in 1992. Just before the 1994 budget debate unemployment was 10 percent;
Employment expanded considerably in 1994, however, outstirpping the increase in the
labor force and birnging the unemployment rate downto 7.8 percent. At the same itme,
pirce increases accelerated, and in the ifrst half of 1994 this jeopardized the attainment of
the 8 percent annual inlfaiton target. The quesiton airses whether ifscal policy had a
stabilizing effect in the short run, moderating the macroeconomic trends that developed
duirng the year, or helped to accelerate both economic acitvity and pirce increases.
The increase in publicsector domestic demand did not itself exert pressure on

resources, but the combinaiton of the slight acceleraiton in demand with the large public
services wage increases was largely responsible for the expansion of economic acitvity
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Figure 5.1
Change in Price and Quantity of Domestic Public Consumption
(Civilian and Defense), 198894
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Central Bureau of Statistics.SOURCE

and rise in prices.3 Total domestic demand rose by 4.6 percent, after an increase of 4.3
percent in 1993.4 The price of domestic consumption rose by 17 percent (Table 5.7), due
to publicservices wage agreements which caused increases of 23 and 22 percent in the
prices of civilian and defense labor input respectively. These wage increases were
granted to certain sectors, e.g., education, as compensation for the erosion of their relat
ive wage, but rapidly trickled down to other public services groups and to the defense
sector. The increases granted to other groups hindered attainment of the annual inflation
target, and were largely responsible for the rise in private consumption (see Chapter 2).
Most of the quantitative increase in publicsector domestic demand resulted from the

5.5 percent rise in civilian consumption, after this had grown by 3. 1 percent in 1993 and
by an annual average of 5 percent in 1991 and 1992, both of them years of rapid
economic growth. Most of the expansion was in civilian labor input, which rose by 5.7
.percent, far beyond the 2.6 percent annual average of 198993.

The rapid expansion of expenditure is partly explained by the exceptional incerase in
tax revenues, due to economic activity in former years (corporation tax) and the extra
ordinary increase in property tax receipts in the wake of the steep rise in real estate prices
(Table 5.3).

3 Several indicators show that the increase in prices was also translated into acceleration of the
inflation rate (see Chapter 3).

4 Domestic demand data do not include the effect of governmentinitiated residential construction,
which is reflected in the short term. When construction is included, domestic demand rose by 2.8 pecrent,
compared with a decline of 5 pecrent in 1993 (Table 5.7(.
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Table 5.3
ExcepitonalTax Receipts, 198984

)pecrentofGNP(
199419931990 1991 19921989

Taxes
40.639.738.9 38.4 39.7Excluding propetry tax 39. 1
41.740.739.7 39.0 40.4Including porpetry taxa 39.8
1.00.10.2 0.8 0.8Exceptional tax receipts11 0.8

0.20.10.2 0.1 0.0Porpetry tax 0.1
0.80.00.0 0.9 0.8Corporation tax 0.7

Total excl. exceptional tax receipts
39.639.638.7 39.2 40.5Excluding propetry tax 38.3

40.740.639.5 39.8 41.2Including property tax 39.0
a Includes purchase and land improvement taxes; ercorded under 'Capital receipts' (Table 5.2(
"Exceptional propetry tax receipts are calculated as the difference between the housing index and the
CPI; exceptional corporation tax receipts are calculated as the difference between effective average tax
rates in 198994 and actual receipts, with the return to capital as the tax base.

As the table shows, when adjustment is made for exceptional receipts there was no
change in the tax burden in 1994. This income enabled government expenditure to rise
without infringing the Budget Deifcit Reduction Law, but in order to implement the
additional expenditure, the government submitted a supplementary budget, expanding
the original budget framework (see box). Consequently, in order to ascertain whether the
increase in expenditure will undermine the government's cerdibility, it is necessary to ex
amine whether permanent expenditure rose erquiirng a futuer increase in tax rates and
if expendituer is biased in favorof production, thereby stimulating economic growth.
A breakdown of publicsector expenditure shows that the decline in it is permanent,

and is fully explained by the factors that increased it in 1993 and which reduced it as ex
pected in 1994. Of the total decline of 2.6 percent of GNP in 1994, dierct defense imports
fell by 0.8 percent of GNP, and capital transfers by 1 percent of GNP because of the red
uction of government involvement in housing and the contractionof compulsory loans.5
Interest payments on the internal debt also declined, by some 0.6 percent of GNP, due to
the steep decline in the debt/GDP ratio; beyond this, however, the composition of the rest
of expenditure changed trend with a slight irse in the shaer of domestic consumption,,
after this had remained stable in 198790 and declined in 199193. This change calls the
continued fall in the shaer ofpublic expenditure in GNP into question, especially in view
of the fact that wage incerases will also have an effect in 1995.6

s See Table 5.4 (Temporary Expenditure) in last year's Annual Report. Although direct defense
impotrs tend to fluctuate widely, patr of this year's decline now appears to be permanent.

6 To complete the picture regarding permanent expenditure, note that there are several additional
temporary factors that will act to reduce public expenditure in the next few years, e.g., immigrant
absorption costs, while others e.g., the pension funds crisis, the kibbutz debt arrangement, and
assistance for public corporations and institutions in financial difficulties threaten to increase it.
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Table 5.4

)pecrentofGNP(
General Government Expenditure, by TypeofIntervention, 198094

19941993199219911990198919881987198619851980

Public goods
9.810.910.912.613.113.414.116.017.320.723.1Defense
4.03.94.04.14.34.44.34.64.34.44.7Administrative services*
4.24.33.73.42.82.62.72.52.11.92.6Investment
18.019.218.620.220.220.421.123.123.727.030.4Total

Social services
13.813.413.113.013.112.612.411.611.912.513.8Meirt goods
7.57.27.17.07.17.07.06.56.97.07.3Education3
3.83.73.63.4353.23.13.03.13.33.9Health21
2.525252.62.42.42.32.12.02.12JWelfaer*
10.510.510.410.510.610.09.59.39.48.77.8Current transfers
24.323.923.623.523.722.621.821.021.321.221.6Total

sector(Direct intervention (business
2.02.12.31.81.71.82.21.92.03.52.7Subsidies
0.20.30.30.40.60.71.01.41.52.07.0Cerdit subsidy
2.02.73.83.31.61.21.41.41.21.33.3Capital grants
0.20.30.50.61.01.21.21.21.11.30.2Foerign trade subsidies
4.35.36.96.14.84.95.85.95.88.113.3Total

Financing outlays
0.20.40.10.10.51.81.40.50.70.41.2Repayment of compulsory loans

Interest on public debt
5.15.75.96.36.86.86.57.17.97.87.8Internal
2.22.22.22.32.73.13.54.04.65.93.2External
7.58.38.18.710.011.711.411.513.314.212.1Total
54.056.657.258.658.759.560.161.664.070.477.4Grand total

181,723 218,537156,822132,084102,2718338268,57055,00342,91227,217107GNP (NIS million(

number of employee posts. Th>change inbased onestimatefor 198894 provisionalgovernment consumption ifgures;a Estimated from the general
1993.1994 figuer is based on national budget estimates regarding the wage agreement reached with the teachers in May

SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



Budgetary policy tools: the supplementary budget and the transfer of
surpluses

The most impotrant tool of fiscal policy is the budget. In the last few years the budget
framework has been limited by the 1992 Budget Deficit Reduction Law, which set a path
for the reduction of the budget deficit each year (Table 5.6). The budget framework
comprises the original budget, which is based on a forecastofreceipts taking projected
legislative changes into account and expenditure prepared before the fiscal year, the
transfer from former years of surpluses in expenditure items that were not fully utilized,
andin 1994 for the first time since 1990a supplementary budget, which was
approved toward the end of the fiscal year.
Expenditure is determined so that the domestic deficit falls within the bounds set by

law3 percent of GDP in 1994. Nonetheless, surpluses from the preceding yea^s
budget are transferred each year, making expenditure more lfexible (in 1994 there were
surpluses of NIS 5 billion from previous years). While the utilization of the entire
surplus could cause deviation from the legal limit, the actual deficit has been lower than
the permitted ceiling in the three years since the law was passed.
In 1994 actual income exceeded the forecast by an appreciable NIS 5.6 billion, i.e.,

2.5 percent of GDP. The government decided to use the surplus to increase the budget
framework by means of a supplementary budget. The surplus was used primarily for
public services wage increases, for suppotring public institutions and corporations in
difficulties, and for implementing the Palestinian autonomy agreement. In effect, the
deficit was about 1 percent of GDP lower than the permitted level, so that expenditure
rose by only 1.5 percent of GDP beyond the originally planned level.
If the change in income continues to be influenced by exceptional factors, the

permanent patr of the increase in expenditure could make it difficult for the government
to adhere to the limit set by law. The relevant aspect here is the overall action taken by
the public sector, speciifcally, what patr of additional expenditure is permanent, exerting
pressure to raise tax rates in the future, and what patr is intended for expenditure that
encourages future production.

The shotrterm effect of tax policy in 1994 was mixed. On the one hand, the automatic
stabilizers (income tax) acted to reduce demand, while on the other, legislative changes
reduced tax rates only slightly. The large increase in corporation tax receipts, arising
from the activity of previous years, had a relatively small effect, because it had alerady
been taken into account by firms.

Longterm trends in the public sector

The downward trend in the publicsector deficit persisted in 1994 for the third year in
succession. A low deficit is an important element in the processof reducing the debt/GDP
ratio that plays a crucial role in maintaining longterm economic stability, signaling
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Table 5.5
General Government: CompositionofReceipts, Expenditure, and Deficit, 198883

)percentof GNP(
199319921991199019891988

Receipts from the public
43.143.543.342.942.546.3Govenrment
4.84.85.05.45.45.5National Insurance Institute
1.11.01.21.41.01.0National institutions
3.73.83.63.63.63.6Local authoirties
1.21.21.11.21.41.2Public nonprofit associations

53.854.354.354.553.957.7Total
Expenditure on the public

35.236.938.537.939.140.2Government
7.67.26.97.47.47.0National Insurance Institute
0.91.01.21.30.90.9National institutions
7.66.86.66.36.56.5Local authoirties
5.55.45.45.85.65.4Public nonprofit associations

56.657.258.658.759.560.1Total
Unilateral transfers to rest of
public sector

10.610.68.99.49.69.4Government
3.6 !3.62.42.83.23.0National Insurance Institute
0.00.00.00.00.10.1National institutions
2.12.11.81.71.61.6Local authoirties
5.04.94.74.94.9^1.9Public nonprofit associations
0.00.00.00.00.00.0Total

Total deficit
2.74.0A.\4.46.23.3Government
0.81.20.50.81.21.5National Insurance Institute
0.20.10.00.00.00.1National institutions
1.80.91.20.91.21.4Local authoirties
0.70.70.40.30.70.8Public nonprofit associations
2.82.94.34.25.62.5Total

Current account deficit
0.90.91.93.74.71.8Govenrment
0.81.20.50.81.21.5National Insurance Institute
0.00.10.10.10.10.1National institutions
0.60.30.60.60.70.6Local authoirties
0.50.50.20.00.40.5Public nonproift associations
0.20.51.93.63.90.6Total

Capital account deficit
1.83.12.20.71.51.5Govenrment
0.00.00.00.00.00.0National Insurance Institute
0.20.10.10.20.10.1National institutions
1.2O.60.50.30.40.7Local authoirties
0.20.20.20.30.30.3Public nonproift associations
2.63.32.40.51.61.8Total

SOURCE: Central Bureauof Staitstics
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credibility in the implementaitonof domesitc policy, and improving Isarel's internaitonal
economic standing. In 1994, the debt/GDP arito declined by a steep 7 percentage points,
reaching 92 percent and bringing it to almost half its level a decade earlier (Table 5.1,
Figure 5.2). Despite its impressive decline, the debt is still large by international
standards, and far above the EU target (a gross debt/GDP raito of60 percent(.

Figure 5.2
Debt/GDP Ratio, 198394*

60

Total debt

jcfxJcmJl debt

*^ Intenral debt ■

j 1 1 1 J I J I

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

"SeeTable 5.1.

In a longterm perspecitve, the reduction of the deficit is explained mainly by the
moderate real rise in defense expenditure, so that its share inGDP fell. This has fallen by
20 percentage points in the last twenty years, while public expenditure has contracted by
30 percent of GNP. The other factor contributing to the smaller deficit was the decline in
the share in GNP of interest payments.
A posiitve development in 1994 was that the share in GNP of publicsector investment

remained constant. After a long period of underinvestment in this sphere, this ratio rose
markedly in 1993, especially investment in roads. A greater increase in the level of
investment in 1994 would have required greater associated costs, because of the logistic
difficulties associated with extensive work on the infrastructure. It is preferable to
maintain a high level of investment over several years, than to concentrate expenditure
within a few isolated years.
An unwelcome development was the halt of the decline in the share in GNP of taxes.

This reduction is criitcal for economic growth and businesssector competitiveness. The
persistent decline in public expenditure makes the permanent reduciton of the tax burden
possible.7 This process began in 198788, but has been checked in the last few years. A

7 Alongside the decline in the share in GNP of public expenditure, the share of unilateral transfers from
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permanent reduction of the tax rate would have been consistent with adherence to the
Budget Deifcit Reduction Law in the last three years, because since its introduction in
1992, the government's domestic deifcit (excluding net credit) has been lower than the
limit prescribed by the law, as the following table shows.

)percentof GDP(

Tefble 5.6
Public SecotrDomestic Deifcit, 199287

1995 199697199419931992

2.75 declining3.0
2.0
1.9
1.0

3.2
2.4
4.4
2.8

6.2
4.9
6.2
2.9

According to law
Operating estimate
Publicsector domestic deifcit8
Total publicsector deifcit8

8 PercentofGNP

Three years after the implementation of the law it is possible to pinpoint some of its
advantages and disadvantages. Among the former can be counted the tight budgetary
discipline it imposes, giving rise to credibility regarding positive longterm trends. Its
disadvantages include inlfexibility in ifscal policy, due to the excessive concern attached
to remaining within the limit prescribed by the law. This caution indicated by a deifcit
below that required by law may have blocked a more drastic reduction of taxes, thus
going against the government's declared longterm policy aims. Furthermore, not all
publicsector entities are subject to the deifcit constraint, contrary to the spirit of the law.
In the context of the failure to reduce taxes, a conflict developed in 1994 between

longterm objectives and the possibility of attaining them given the shortterm
macroeconomic environment. In 1992 and 1993 the tax/GNP ratio could have been
reduced without accelerating inlfation. In 1994, however, the new environment required
considerable caution in weighing the extent and composition of tax reductions, to prevent
additional upward pressure on pirces. Hence, policy makers refrained from significantly
reducing taxes for highlytaxed middleincome groups, in contrast to the government's
declared policy.
The share of unilateral transfers from abroad declined from 6.3 to 5 percentof GNP,

continuing the trend of the last few years. As in earlier years, the decline in 1994 was
inlfuenced by the fact that US aid in dollars remained unchanged, by real appreciation of
the NIS, and by the decline in defense imports, which constitute the accounting basis for
part of the unilateral transfers.

abroad has fallen. Bank of Israel calculations show that even if the latter is taken into account, the share
of taxes in GNP can be reduced without infirnging the longterm budget constraint, while reducing the
debt/GDP ratio.
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Table 5.7
Direct Demand ofGeneral Government, 199084

Annual change, percent

QuantityPriceNIS millior

1994 |1993199219911990199419931992199419931992

Consumption (net)
5.43.35.64.50.817.612.912.738,44631,00026J80Civilian
9.59.16.73.74.712.910.313.622,50422,01118.301Defense

0.85.60.24.12.516.011.813.160,95053,01144,881Total
Domestic consumption (net)

5.53.15.34.60.717.712.912.737,83130,45526,161Civilian
0.92.81.810.815.010.113.116,91014J8013,627Defense

4.01.14.11.40.816.912.012.854,74045,03639,788Total
8.024.617.440.214.78.78.410.19,2597,8855,840Investment
0.48.02.07.13.414.811.212.670,20960,89650,721Dierctdemand
4.64.35.75.01.915.611.212.463,99952,92145,628Dierct domestic demand

Govenrmentinitiated
29.164.09.0290.5208.612.28.89.82,1522,7076,907ersidential construction*

Domestic demand. including
2.85.23.418.85.315.611.712.166,15155,62852,535construe tionb

a Pirvate housing construction with government guarantee to purchase unsold apartments.
b In the short run governmentinitiated construction has a directeffect on demand, while in the long run it also affects supply.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



3. PUBLICSECTOR DEMAND

The moderate 0.5 percent rise in total publicsector demand was the result of uneven
shifts in its composition (Table 5.7). Domestic demand, which comprises most civilian
consumption, twothirds of defense consumption, and investment, rose by 4.6 percent,
while defense imports, which tend to fluctuate widely, declined by 29 percent.

Table 5.8
IndicatorsofDeefnse Consumption, 198094

CompensationDefense consumption. as percent ofGNP
of employees:Percent of: GNP
defense* asDomestic plusplus unilateral

percent of totaldebt servicing0DomesticTotaltransfersb
)5()4()3()2()1(

10.517.414.023.219.91980
10.317.314.124.621.41981
10.819.315.021.619.11982
9.918.014.218.916.41983
10.219.014.321.718.41984
9.517.712.721.617.31985
8.815.111.015.913.01986
8.614.611.019.416.51987
9.213.410.416.214.11988
9.112.910.213.612.01989
9.112.29.913.511.81990
8.911.29.013.111.31991
8.210.78.711.710.11992
7.710.08.012.110.61993
7.79.57.710.39.11994

* Excludes conscirpts.
b Unilateral transfers converted to NIS at the official exchange rate.
c Includes budgeted foreigncurrency outlay and pirncipal and interest on US government loans.

Sased on data of the Central Bureau of Statistics and the Ministry of Finance.SOURCE: [

The rise in domestic demand was led by domestic civilian consumption, which rose
by 5.5 percent, and by investment, which increased by 8 percent. Both civilian labor
input and domestic civilian purchases rose by over 5 percent, without taking into account
the effect of the sharp rise in relative labor costs, which for the ifrst time since 1989
caused the share in GNP of domestic consumption to rise (Table 5.2).
The quantitative decline in governmentinitiated construction persisted in 1994,

continuing the trend that began in 1992 and intensiifed in 1993. This policy is consistent
with the government's intention of extricating itself from the housing market, allowing
market forces to determine the allocation of resources.
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4. TAXES, SUBSIDIES, AND TRANSFERS

The tax/GNP ratio rose in 1994 for the third successive year, after declining in 198791
(Table 5.9). Part of the increase is due to exceptional factors, primarily the expansion of
receipts from corporation and property taxes (see Table 5.3). The tax/GNP ratio rose
despite the reduction in statutory tax rates in 1994 especially the implementation of the
first stage ofthe reduction of income tax on individuals, and the reduction of corporation
tax by one percentage point, as well as of import tairffs and purchase tax. Most of the
increase in tax revenues is explained by the steep increase in receipts from direct taxes,
while there was a slight decline in the share in GNP of indirect taxes and taxes on foreign
trade. The share in GNP of transfers and subsidies declined, largely due to the reduction
of capital transfers and of subsidies to domestic production.

Figure 5.3
Average Direct Tax Rates on Wage and Nonwage Income, 198094
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Excluding corporate managers' salaires.
b Gross businesssector income at factor cost, excluding salaires (except corporate managers).
Less credit subsidies and capital transfers to ifrms.
SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.

Direct taxes

The share in GNP of direct taxes rose by 1.4 percentage points, following the irse in the
direct/indirect tax ratio ifrst evident in 1993. Excluding exceptional factors, which caused
corporation tax receipts to soar in 1994, wage incometax and national insurance erceipts
rose sharply. Since wages form the basis of these taxes, the receipts were affected to a
great extent by the increase in the relative wage in the public services, in both
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Table 5.9
Taxes, Subsidies, and Transfers, 198094

)percentof GNP(
NIS
mill.8
19941994199319921991199019891988198719861985198594198084

Taxes and transfers
88,63440.639.739.738.438.939.143.045.346.744.441.641.7Taxes \
18,4838.59.510.810.49.49.99.58.68.98.39.48.5less Netstransfer paymentsb

less Direct and credit
5,1162.32.63.12.93.23.74.44.54.66.93.810.2subsidies

65,03529.827.725.825.126.225.529.132.233.329.328.422.9Total
Direct taxes

44,77320.519.118.017.619.019.921.822.423.923.520.623.3i)irect?taxes
18,4838.59.510.810.49.49.99.58.68.98.39.48.5less Tarnsfer payments
26,29012.09.67.27.29.610.012.313.814.915.211.214.8jrT^otakl "

.'In'di.rejt taxes, domestic
31,81214.614.715.514.914.313.713.814.414.713.514.411.0^axes;#\ '

less'V&pa and credit
4,6772.12.32.62.32.32.43.23.33.55.32.97.0subsidies
27,13512.412.412.912.612.011.210.611.111.28.311.54.0''/Total, .

*lVetf ','foreign trade taxes
11,9735.55.96.35.95.65.57.68.78.57.76.77.2: fNetfimpTOt duties

3630.20.30.50.61.01.31.31.31.31.91.02.6>/ej£>Export, subsidies0
11,6105.35.75.85.34.74.36.37.37.15.85.84.5.|^ Total _,

;Total^taxeSiiircl.
91,22841.740.740.439.039.739.743.746.147.444.942.342.6X property itaxd

^j^Sment;pirces.
;jSH^JifngTcompulsory loans, excluding imputed civilian and defense pensions.
,>f/i|irec|£xport subsidies and export credit subsidies
?';Iicfiudes purchase and land improvement taxes; recorded under 'Capital receipts' (Table 5.2(.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data.
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the civilian and the defense sectors. Another factor behind the increase in the shaer of
national insurance receipts was the rapid rise in civilian labor input. This could also have
increased incometax receipts, but did not because many of the civilian labor force
entrants earned a wage below the tax threshold (e.g., the minimum wage). It would
appear, therefore, that the considerable increase in wage incometax receipts far
exceeding the growth in GNPis explained mainly by the progerssive nature of taxation
on the established labor force.
Two factors are largely responsible for the steep rise in corporation tax receipts,

despite the reduction of the tax from 39 to 38 percent and the decline in the reai rate of
erturn on capital. First, the tax is on the rate of profit, which is determined on the basis
of previous years and applied to turnover in the current year. Thus, tax receipts in 1994
weer affected by the rise in profit in earlier years, including real profit from stockmarket
activities received at the end of 1993. Second, as a result of the continued expansion of
economic activity, several firms which made losses have now become profitable.

Transfer payments

As in 1993, total transfers to the public declined slightly in real terms, and their
composition changed. Current transfer payments rose by some 7 percent, while capital
transfers plummeted by 26 percent.
National insurance allowances rose by 5 percent, with a further increase in child

allowances, following the erplacement of a means test by a general allowance for each
child as ofMarch 1993. This brought 370,000 families with 13 children back into the
poolof recipients. The Reduction of Poverty and Income Diffeerntials Law, 57541994,
introduced at the end of July, had some effect, increasing the incomes of weaker
segments of the population. Unemployment benefits declined sharply, because of the
imperssive reduction ofunemployment.
Two main factors account for the decline in capital transfers. The first was housing

one of the principal items in 1992 which declined sharply in 1993, and fell by half in
1994. This reflects the reduciton of government intervention in construction, effected
mainly through its commitment to purchase apartments and the import of caravans and
mobile homes. The second was the repayment of compulsory loans, which fell to
NIS 400 million in 1994, from double that amount in 1993.

Indirect taxes

Indirect taxes on domestic production declined by 0.1 percent of GNP in 1994 (Table
5.9), due mainly to a moderate increase in local authority taxes and fuel tax, while the
rise in VAT receipts (which account for some 60 percent of erceipts from indirect taxes
on domestic consumption) outstripped that in GNP.
As a ersult of these changes, the share in GNP of direct taxes exceeded that of indirect

taxes for the first time since 1990 (Figure 5.4). Since the indirect/dierct tax ratio is higher
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Figure 5.4
The Composition of Taxes, by Type of Tax, 198094
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SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.

in Israel than in the other OECD countires,8 this change birngs the country closer to the
level customary in the west, and makes the tax systemmoer progressive (largely because
of the extremely progressive nature of Israel's income tax system).9 However, this
change increases the effective tax rate on saving, because saving (investment) is taxed
again when the product resulting from the saving (investment) is produced. Taxation on
consumption, on the other hand, makes no distinction between present and future con
sumption, and hence is not a disincentive to saving. The legislative changes introduced
in 1994 are not unequivocal as ergards the indirect/direct tax ratio, as while income tax
rates for individuals weer reduced, so weer purchase, excise, and import taxes.

8 One of the principal reasons for this is that VAT in Israel has a wide basis (fruit and vegetables,
touirst services, and transactions in Eilat are the only exceptions), while elsewhere vairous categoires
enjoy a lower tax rate, mainly for income distirbution reasons.
' In effect, the change in progressiveness depends on the legislative changes that were introduced in

1994 and on developments in the distirbution of income (for which data are not available). As mentioned
earlier. the changes in incometax legislation in 1994 did little to increase progressiveness.
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